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ABSTRACT
Mohr and Henderson have presented new algorithms for arc and
path consistency in [1]. Though the underlying ideas of their algorithms
are correct, the path consistency algorithm PC-3 is in error. In this paper
we point out the errors in this algorithm and give a correct one. The
time complexity and space complexity of the revised algorithm are also
analyzed.
1. Introduction
In a recently published paper by Mohr and Henderson (M-H), new algorithms for
arc and path consistency were presented. We show that the algorithm for path con-
sistency is in error and give a refined solution.
The idea of the arc consistency algorithm introduced by Mackworth [2] is based
on the notion of support. Mohr and Henderson further made this support evident by
using some data slIUctures to record the relevant supporting information. They use a
counter for each arc-label pair [(ij),b] to indicate the number of labels at node j that
support (are consistent with) the label b at node i. In addition, for each label c at node
j, the member (i,b) of set Sjc is the label b at node i that is supponed by label c at node
j. They also use a table, M, to keep track of which labels have been deleted from which
nodes, and a list, List, to control the propagation of constraints. This idea has also been
applied to the path consistency algorithm PC-3 stralghtforwardly. However, the path
consistency algorithm is not completely correct. In section 2, we will point out the
errors and give a counterexample. In section 3, we will give a correct path consistency
algorithm PC-4. Note that a fonnal treatment of the concept of path consistency was
first provided by Montanari [4].
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2. A Counterexample to Algorithm PC-3
Arc consistency algorilhms check the binary relation between each pair of nodes
and delete any inconsistent labels from the admissible labeling set of each node. How-
ever, in path consistency algorithms, we cannot delete labels from the admissible label-
ing set of a node since we are considering the relations between two nodes instead of
the labelings at a single node. To show that the algorithm PC-3 is not completely
correct. let us examine the following example depicted in Figure 1. (Counter[(iJ).b.c]
should be Counter[(iJ).k.b.c] on lines 26 and 27 of algorithm PC-3 in [I]) We wlll fol-








b [: ~]R 12 = c
b c
b [~ ~]R 13 = c
b c
b [~ ~]R2j = C
TRij = Rji
Note that matrix Rij is the relation between i and j whose rows correspond to the possi-
ble labels for node i and columns to the possible labels for node j. (In algorithm PC-3
Rij(b,c) is represented by R (i,h,i,c).) For the entries of Rij. we use 1 to represent true
and 0 to represent false. It is easy to see that (e, b, b) is the only solution of the above
constraint satisfaction problem. However, after the first iteration of the for loop from




All other M's are zero,
A, = (cJ,
A2 = (cJ,
A, ~ (b, cJ,
All S's are empty,
List ~ ((1, b), (2, b)}.
The two b's are removed from the sets A 1 and A 2 because there are no labels at node 3
that can support the relation R(1, b, 2, b). But we know that (c, b, b) is the solution of
the constraint satisfaction problem. If set A2 does not contain label b, then (e, b, b)
cannot be a final solution of the constraint satisfaction problem. The error comes from
the deletion of label b from set A2 at line 17. Even though there is no label at node 3
that supports the binary relation R(1, b, 2, b), label b should not be deleted from set A2,
since it may satisfy the constraints with other labels at node 1. We should, instead, just
delete the binary relation R(1, b, 2, bJ, i.e., set R(1, b, 2, b) equal to false.
After algorithm PC-3 is finished, the final result will be:
Al = ()
A 2 ~ (cJ
A, = (cJ
This is not a correct result since from it we can not find the solution (e, h, b) of the
constraint satisfaction problem. We will give a revised path consistency algorithm,
PC~4. in the next section and analyze its time and space complexities.
3. Revised Algorithm PC-4
Figure 2 is the revised algorithm PC-4 for path consistency. In algorithm PC-4, M
is a table with index [i, b, j, c] (in fact M is a boolean matrix). Set Sibjc contains
members of the form (k, d), where the binary relations Rik(b,d) and Rki(d,b) are sup-
ported by the binary relation Rij(b,c). We also use counters with indices of the form
rei, b, i,e), k]. Counter[(i, b, i, cJ, k] is the number of adolissible pairs (i, b)·(k, d) that
support the binary relation Rij(b,c), where d is any admissible label at node k. Note
that Counter[(i, b, i, c), k] is essentially always equal to Counter[(i, c, i, bJ, k]. If both
of them equal to 0, then there is no admissible label at node k that can support the
binary relation Rij(b,c). Hence, Rij(b,c) must be set to 0 (false).
Step 1
1 M:=O; Sibj,:=Empty_set; List:=Empty; Counter:=O;
2 for (i,J) e E do
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3 for k = I, n do
4 for b E Ai do




9 if R",(b, d) = I and Rk/d, e)=1 Iben
10 begin
11 Total := Total + I;
12 Append(Sibkd, (j, c»;
13 Append(Sj'kd, (i, b»;
14 end;
IS if Total = 0 Iben
16 begin
17 M[i, b, j, e]:=I; MU, e, i, b]:=I;
18 Ri/b, e):=O; Rji(e, b):=O;
19 end else
20 begin
21 Counter[(i, b, j, c), k] :~ Total;
22 Counter[(j, e, i, b), k] := Total;
23 end;
24 end;
25 initialize List witb [(i,bJ,e)lM[i,bJ,e]=MU,e,i,b]~1 and i<;;J;
Step 2
26 while List not Empty do
27 begin
28 choose (k, d, I, e) from List and remove it from List;




33 remove (j,e) from Skdl,;
34 remove (k,d) from Sj,,,;
35 if Counter[(k, d, j, c), n=o Ihen
36 if M[k, d, j, e]=O Ihen
37 begin
38 M[k, d, j, e]:~I; MU, e, k, d):=I;
39 Append(List, (k, d, j, c»);
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40 Rki<d, c) :~ 0; Rjk(e, d) :~ 0;
41 end;
42 end;




47 remove v,e) from Skkd;
48 remove (I,e) from Sj'kd;
49 if Counter[(I, e, j, c), k]=O tben
50 if M[I, e, j, e]=O tben
51 begin
52 M[I, e, j, e]:~1;Mfj, e, I, e]:=1;
53 Append(List, (I, e, j, c));




Figure 2. Algorithm PC-4
The complexity analysis of the algorithm PC-4 is similar to that of the algorithm
PC-3. The maximum number of times line 11 to line 13 will be executed is on the
order of n3 a3 since lEI is of order n2 and lAil = IAjl = IAkl 5: a (and k is from 1 to n in
the for loop). For step 2, there are two ways to analyze its time complexity. First,
since there are at most O(n 3a 2 ) counters and each has a maximum value of a, line 31
to 34 and line 45 to 48 can be executed at most order O(n 3a 3 ) times. (Remember that
the index of Counter is of the form [(i, b. j, c), k]. There are O(n 3 ) different i's, j's,
and k's and Oea2 ) different b's and e's.) Second, the while loop is executed at most
n2a 2 times since each edge can be put into List at most once for each different pair of
labelings of its two ends. The for loop is bounded by the size of SkdIe which is of order
na. So the total time for step 2 is O(n 3a 3). Therefore, the time complexity of the
whole algorithm is O(n3a 3).
The space complexity of PC-4 is:
Number of counters::;; O(n 3a 2 ),
Sum of the size of the different sets Sibjc ::;; na x L !Ajl x !Ajl ::;; n3a 3
(i,j)eNxN
(Since each set Sibjc is of size na.)
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So the space complexity of the whole algorithm is O(n3a 3 ). Note that PC-4 has the
same time and space complexity as PC-3.
4. Conclusion
Mohr and Henderson made an important observation which leads to the refinement
of the arc and path consistency algorithms. However, they misuse labels at each node
for the binary relations between a pair of nodes in the context of path consistency. In
fact, one cannot delete the labels from the admissible labeling set of a node if there is
any path inconsistency. Instead, one should remove the inconsistent relations by setting
the relations to zero. This is the main error in the algorithm PC-3, and we have fixed it
in the algorithm PC-4. Furthermore. the time complexity and space complexity of PC-4
are both O(n 3a3 ).
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Figure 1. A counterexample to algorithm PC-3.
